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SUMMARY 

This paper deals with the interrelation between the design and 
development oí the product, and Dies» and Jigs' design and de 
velopment. 

First we must consider the product, its function and must see 
how  we can  achieve these  functions with  a  minimum  of  costs. 

The  evaluation of  the   product by means  of    value-analysis  and 
the   development of  alternatives  in which    the    problem   of  costs 
(dies   and  jigs)   is  of  great   importance,   considering  the factor 
of   required  quantity,   determine the choice of  the  method. 

On the other hand the method determines the development and 
design of dies and jigs whereby the technological demands in- 
fluence on  the product. 

Finally the question of costs is mentioned and comparisons 
between specifications make it possible to choose the most 

economical. 

Two examples round oil this paper. 
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The increase of work-efficiency is a vital necessity for the 
existence and  economic sucess of every enterprise. 

This goal demands continuous  improvement of the products but 
also nationalization of production methods  by means of construction 
and use of effective production facilities. 

Designers of products are basically concerned with the function 
of the parts,   their reliability and their appearance. 
The product must be suitable for adequate consumption and the 
construction must also be easily executed. 
In constructing production facilities,   i.e.   tool  machines,  dies,  jigs, 
tools, gauges,   the  qualitative  requirements of manufactures  as well 
as the handling time when in use later must be considered,   because 
production facilities  are created in order to achieve the best que - 
lity in the finished product combined with the least expenditure of 
energy and time in doing a certain job. 

Direct construction of products must proceed from • slightly 
different standpoint. 
In this case it is expected that a product will satisfy desires and 
demands with respect to function and appearance.   Further mora 
it must be constructed,  so as to be easily executed so that it 
can be economically manufactured,   i.e.   involving a minimum of 
time and costs. 

The designer must not consider only the form and reliability of Ili* 
product, he must also be conscious of the interrelationship of Mi« 
possible manufacturing processes,  he must know about possibly 
existing dies and must keep them    in mind in his design. 

So the problem is to work out the interrelated continuity between 
the development of the product and the development,  construction 
and possibly the alteration of existing dies and jigs and this is 
the purpose of this article. 
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The  main  subject  is 

THE   PRODUCT 

The  manufacture of  a  certain product.    Basic  premise for  ideal 

production  with  regard  to 

material 
- procedure 

dies and 

- jigs 

is  an   accurate knowledge  of the Sndamental  manufacturing  proce  - 
dures.   In  this  connection  the circumstances  of  the  manufacturing 
procedure  must be  analyzed  and  the procedure  must be  chosen from 

an   economic  point of   view. 

Tools,   material,   the   shape   of the  product,   and  the  machine  deter  - 
mine  the   order of   each   manufacturing   procedure. 
These  so-called  conditions   of  procedure  generally  allow   variability 
in   manufacturing  within   certain  limits. 

According  to the  aim   of   production  one   must  decide  to   what  extent 
the  procedure  can   be   economically used  for  its  purpose.   Decisions 
about   combining  economic   procedures   and   about the   ideal  production 
process   are   based  upon   understanding  each  single  procedure,   and 
the   appliance of  equipment   and  tools,   of   dies   and jigs. 

The  most  important  object of  any consideration  is  the product 
itself   and  the task of achieving  its   function  with  a  minimum  of 

costs. 

Once  this  function   i:   determined   and  divided   into  main  functions, 
subsidiary functions ,   the  cost of   each  one  the function?   can   be 
examined,   in  order  to  find   out  about  the  suitableness   of   the  costs, 
or  to   iind   some other,   less  expensive  ways  of  achieving  the   same 
functions . 
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Doing   so we  imply that ;he  apparatus  or the part concerned   is 
basically necessary to achieve the function. 

In  this   systcmatology two distinctive  features Appear: 

(1) An   examination  of  functions,   ar.d 
(2) A conscious  aiming  at  cutting  down   costs 

Fig.   1-1    Who is responsible for the costs of a product 

reckoning 

construction 

manufacture 

Fig.   l-l shows the comparatively high percentage of th« cost 
for dies,  jigs and procedure. 
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Procedure  is  principally aimed  at  manufacturing the  product which 
has  a  definite function  to acomplish .using  a procedure   (dies and 
jigs)   which  results  in  minimum  cost  inspite of complete  achievment 
of  the function  demanded.   All conventional  methods  of   arriving 
at cost generally get the manufacturing  and  material  cost  by 
looking  at  it  in  a  somewhat two dimesional  manner. 

The procedure of  value  analysis  includes  the function  as  a third 
and essential dimension which especially stressed. 
Value  analysis,   beginning with the  function  asks  therefore   : 

Can the product be shaped,   manufactured or a qui red 
differently,   so that the function of the product which 
must be constructable,   can be achieved  with low costs? 

A definite answer to this question  must be given  by means of value 
analysis.   This value analysis can  be applied to anything that has 
a function and causes costs,   such  as products  and  activities. 

We should  like to apply it  (value analysis) just to minimising 
(••me work done  at lower cost)   of production costs. 

1.1      The Value of a Product 

The value is not a  specific quality of the manufactured parts and 
products,   but is determined  by a number cf factors.   In practice 
and  in determining,   in order to avoid unnecessary costs,  the 

value  becomes  a  measurement of  the  respective costs. 
Here  value  is  defined  as the  smallest amount of  money possible, 
which  has  to be  spent  in  manufacturing a product,   and  so includes 
the costs  of  material,   production   (dies  and jigs),   in  order to 
produce the  value factor of usage  and  validity. 
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MAXIMAL  DEGREE   OF   VALUE.   The   maximal degree  of 
value  is  possibly  never  achieved.   The extent  of  the  value  of 
a product depends  on  with  what effectiveness   all  usable  ideas, 
procedures,   materials   and   methods,   dies   and  jigs,   already 
existing  and   appropriately changed   tools,   dies   and jigs, suitable 
for solving  the  problem, have  been   realized,   studied  and  applied. 

It  is the purpose of  special  techniques and   special knowledge 
to produce  better combinations  of  materials,   working procedures, 
dies and jigs,   w'iich  represent the value of  the product with less 
expenditure of time and money than was preriously the case. 

NORMAL DEGREE  OF  VALUE.   Generally value is considered 
good when the product contains somewhat  better combinations, 
ideas,   working procedures,   materials,  and  more advantageous 
use of tools,   dies, jigs,   equipment and functions,   in proportion 
to the costs  insolved,   than the competitor's  product. 
The value is  considered bad  when the opposite is the case. 

The decisive word is found in two considerations 

Achievement and Costs 

1.2       What is Value Analysis ? 

Value analysis has been developed in U. S . A.    for about 20 
years.   Value analysis  is the systematic and comprehensive 
method of minimizing costs.   Value analysis  begins with designing. 

The question  arises,   as we have already mentioned,  of whether 
the method of designing and manufacturing the product can be 
changed so that the desired function can be  achieved at low  cost. 
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This  question  leads  to organized  cooperation  among  all  units 
responsible for  the  product,   especially 

Design Dies 
Manufacture 
Sales Jigs 

Suggestions  for  minimizing cost,   after  having  been  examined  and 
put  into  effect  will   incline to  bring production  cost closer to 
the minimum  cost  possible at that time,   insofar as  a  systematic 
and  thorough  search   is   made  for  alternative  solutions. 

The  result  is  characteristic  of  the  method    -   the particular  aim 
toward   minimizing   costs.   Aside from   the   aim  to  minimize  coats, 
there  are  additional   purposes  to  be  striven  for  in  a  connection   with 
designing  and   manufacturing,   for  instance-designing   the  product 
with the   method   of   development  moil  suited  to  it,   and  designing 
its   quality  with   quality-methods   known   as   quality-control. 

Quality  analysis   is   a  systematic,   effectively  creative   method   which 
has  as   its   aim,   to  discover  unnecessary  expanses,   i.e.   expenses 
which  contribute   neither  to  quality,   value   or  anything  else. 

Value   analysis   results   in  cognitive   use   of   alternative   materials, 
new   work  procedures   and   in   better  construction   of   equipment, 
dies   and  jigs,    whether  finished,   or  to   be   assembled. 

It   calls   the  attention   of   the  designer   and   the   manufacturer  to  the 
goal  of   equivalent   achievement  of   lower  costs.   It  has   at   its  dis   - 
posai  gradated   procedures   which   will   effectively and   surely lead 

of   this  goal. 

1.2.1     Main  Steps  in  the  Analysis of  the  Product 

1.2.1.1  Establishing  the  function 

The  step  oí   establishing  the function   is   the  beginning tool  of   value 
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analysis.   When the function has been established,  the costs 
of   the function can  be examined. 

1.2.1.2 Evaluation of the  Function by Comparison 

The main  question 
"does the function  really occur mt  minimal cost?" can now be 
answered   by a comparison. 
The  bigger  and  more  complicated  an object   is,   the greater 
will the  number of  necessary comparisons  be  in order to make 
the analysis  comprehensive  enough  to find  the  best value lor 
every function contained  in  it.   This  means  the  analysis  of a 
series  of    basic  functions,   which   is   made  by  taking  the 
apparatus   apart   into  construction   groups,   sub-groups   and  parts. 

In  this   way,   the  problem  changes   into a comparison   between  the 
re-evaluation of  one  material  and  the  re-evaluation of   another, 
between  the  manufacture of  one part  and that of  its  equivalent, 
between  the  application of  one manufacturing  procedure  involving 
use of tools and equipment,   dies  and jigs,   and a different proce 
dure - etc. 

1.2.1.3 Development of Value-Alternatives 

In seeking and choosing alternatives,  the function must always 
be the main consideration and not,  perhaps,   adié,   a pieos oi 
a jig,  or the material.  It is easy to make the mistake of testing 
alternatives which influence the constructed function. 
But the designer is the first one,   who should think of the diss 
and jigs to be used. 
Finding the best solution is  an organizing of  the factors 
- function of the product 
- dies and jigs 
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and this,   if certain production facilities and dies are present, 
acquires  a particular significance. 

1.2.2    Method of Applying Value Analysis 

The method of  analysing values  demands first of all,  that valid 
and complete  answer to the following 4  questions should  be 
worked out: 

1.2.2.1 What is the function of the article  ? 

This question can be answered easily. 

1.2.2.2 What does it cost  ? 

The answer to this is often supplied by cost-calculations  at hand. 

1.2.2.3 What alternatives would be able to accomplish the purpose  ? 

The completeness of the answer to this simple question  influences, 
to a great extent, the degree of  efficiency and the quality of the 
increased value achieved.   Here too,   special attention must be 
paid to the influence of the equipment,   dies and jigs,   and of the 
whole operation. 

1.2.2.4 What would the alternative costs  amount to ? 

The comparison with alternative costs will lead to a decision as 
to which operations,   which material,   which dies and which jigs 
are to be used. 
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EXAMPLE. 
An  example to  illustrate this associations of ideas. 

There is a choice between 4 procedures. The first one is the 
traditional one, the second involves using jig in this procedure, 
which  will cut  down on  incidental time. 
In  the third procedure  it  is  assumed  that the existing die  should 
be  replaced by  a top-preform ance die  which reduces the time 
required for  manufacture  even more   and .finally, using the 4th 
alternative we  assume,  that the change  of construction of the 
product concerned allows    • change  in  the procedure of  manu - 
facture.  This  procedure  requires equipment which costs C.   and 
dies  which cost C ... 

The costs are defined as follows: 

procedure 1 2 3 4 

costs of manufacture/unit Cl C2 C3 C4 

oosts of jigs - Ci2- j3 °J« 
costs of dies cdi' |  Cd2 Cd3 c« 

Fig.  1-2 

As can be seen from the graph Flg.   1-2 procedure "1",   i.e. 
the traditional one,  is most economical up to a number of ttj 
units. 
As soon as the number of units grow« larger than ly  the 
construction and  acquiring of a jig is  recomended. 
As a result of  the jig,  the incidental time and also the manufao 
tu ring costs  are out. 
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If       n> n_,   acquiring a new die which costa 
since by cutting the actual time  required,  the cos 
are cut,   too. 

C,,  is economical 
d?. oí production 

Beginning with a number of n, units,  procedure 4  is most 
economically applied. 

This example  is to be a basic enlightening demonstration,   from 
the standpoint of costs,  of putting dies and jigs to use.   There 
will be further details about constructive execution of units,   dies 
and jigs. 

Furthermore we see from the foregoing the» another decisive 
factor for the choice of procedure and also the contraction end 
development of dies and jigs is the number oí units to be 
produced. 
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NUMBER OF UNITS 

The number of units can decide which procedure is to be 
chosen     which equipment is to be constructed or bu.lt    and 
which dies  applieqd.PThe question of the number of unit, to 
be produced in a unit of time  is vital. 

The unit of time can be a week,   a month or a year. 

Let u. have a closer mathematical look a* the basic example of 

Fig. 1-2. 

The costs C   of procedure 1   (Fig.  1-3)  consists of the constant The oostsLo, p and the ooat o{ manufaoture 

^J&iJ&*ïr*o£* with the number of unit, pro - 

duced. 

-..       , r     - n c        if c,   stands for, the proportionate oost 
^"^WÄ'i. veUd .or th. co.,. C,, in procedure 1. 

Th. line. C    and C    intense, in point «.« which determine, the 

limit of  the number of units iij.   . 

Below  this number, procedure  1,   above n    procedure  2 with th« 
necessary dies  and jigs is more economical 
Mathematically speaking the following is the  result: 

For «... C2  ,   so 

<V Cd)l + VCl "(Cj + °d>2+ v°2 

n
li 

j cl   1  »  Â. 

°2 * °1 
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The number  of units   is   a primary consideration for the choice 
of procedure  and consequently  an  easily manufactured  construe   - 
tion and the   most advantageous  disposition  of  dies and jigs  can  be 
achieved. 
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CHOICE OF PROCEDURE 

The method» oí production (mechanical industrial manufacture) 
are characterized by their basio function«, according to the 
form of the things they are supposed to produce. 

These are the functions: 

- original-forming 
- re-forming 
- separating 
- joining 
- refining 

These basic functions represent a gres* number of procedures, 
which allow a variety of shaping the produot.  The task ol 
shaping the article is determined by its function,  i.e. primarily 
by its shape. 
Measured by the degree of development of manufacturing tech - 
nology in the constructive shaping of the produot, there is a 
great deal of freedom allowed with regard to the choice of 
material and the many possibilities of mechanical shaping. 

In constructional shaping of the produot however those alterations 
in form must be considered,   which allow the use of expedient 
manufacturing procedures. 

In noncutting shaping the shaping is done without splintering by 
means of dies and jigs which produoe the desired shape in the 
material,  when liquid,  doughy or firm. 

Such procedures are 

(powder metallurgy) (1) casting 
( 2) forging 
(3) shaping of sheet metal 
(4) punohing, pressing 
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CRITERIUM OF CHOICE OF PROCEDURE    from a technical 

standpoint. 

Technical decisions with respect to production procedures must 
be influenced  mainly by the objective correctness of th« production 
procedures to be used,   of their practic&llity and particularly 
of the quantity that can be produced by them. 

Fig.   3-1 shows the production costs for a lever. 

As we see for a number of units up to ten, free forming is 
the most suitable,  for a number of   10 - 400 steel molding, 
for e number over 400 drop forging is the cheepest production 
procedure.   In this special case the diagram applies only to the 
lever,   but the principle is the same for all articles. 
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PROCEDURES 

4.1     SAND CASTING 

Moldinq  consists  of   making a form  having a cavity  into which  molten 
metal  may be cast.   Because of the  importance of the mold,   castings 
are usually described by some combination of the molding method, 
mold  material,   or casting process  employed  in their production. 

Comparison of Molding  Processes 

A classification of  castings and molding processes  is given in the 
follow ing  : 

- Sand casting 
- Metal mold casting 

To the tool engineer there are two very definite areas of interest: 

(1)   the means of processing metals  and alloys to be incorporated in 
tools,   dies,  jigs,   fixtures,   and machine tools., 
and   (2)  the designing and  applications  of tools,   dies and jigs,   and 
fixtures  to machine  and/or fabricate  sand-oast  metals and  alloys. 

Each  molding method   has  certain   inherent advantages and limitations 
Size  and  shape of  the  casting,   dimensional accuracy and  tolerances' 
surface finish,   metallurgical properties,   choice  of  alloys,   production' 
quantities,   and  cost  can  all  enter  into the choice of  the molding   and 
casting process.   Many sand  castings  have low  labor and finishing 
costs,   for example,   municipal castings,   high-tonnage products  which 
are  not cleaned.   Many other sand  castings are  cleaned but not 
snagged or machined. 

A comparison of these factors in  relation to the molding processes 
is given in Table 4—1 
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Full use of the advantages and observance of the limitations of each 
process for molding  and casting is  necessary for the  most eff.cent 

application of casting. 
Normally,   the designer,   engineer,   or  others who  use  castmgs  are 
not fully aware of the  most favorable  molding method  for producng 
ptticurar cLtings.   When questions  arise,  consultation of the cast.ngs 
customer and  the foundryman leads  to  a more eff.cent  use of  castmgs 

By far the largest tonnage of castings  is produced  by sand molding. 
The  molding sand  is  a  mixture of  sand grains,   clay     water,   and 
other  materials.   In making a mold,   the pattern .s placed  m a flask 
and the molding sand   is  rammed around it. 
The pattern is then  removed,  leaving  a mold cavity  m the sand. 
A sketch of the essential parts of  a «and mold .s shown m F.g.   4-2 

Joint 
Pouring basin 

Fig. 4-2 Cot>e 

Bottom board 

4.1.1 Pattern Specification» 

The choice of pattern  equipment may be based on the number ol 
castings to be made.   The material from which the patterns are  made 
is based on the dimensional accuracy,   size,   and  intricacy of the 

casting. 
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For casting  quantities from one to ten,  large patterns and core 
boxes may be constructed of  soft woods.,   small   and  intricate patterns 
for castings  up  to IO lb should  be of  hardwood.   Generally,   single 
loose wood  patterns  are  used  for these quantities. 
When casting   quantities   range from  25 to lOO,   the  equipment can  be 
loose patterns  of   a sturdy  mahogany construction  for both patterns  and 
core boxes.   The  patterns  should  be  split if  they  are  not of  a flat- 
back design.   They  should  have  good  rapping plates  and draw plates 
or straps  secured  to them.   Fragile patterns for these quantities 
should  be  mounted  on  a wood  or metal plate  with gates and  sprues 
as designated  by the foundry. 
The equipment for producing  25  to IOO castings  may be used to 
produce up to  200 castings,   except that all core boxes and flask 
seats should  be m et al-faced  if the plates are of  wood oonstruktion. 

The cope and drag patterns should be mounted  on metal or hard- 
wood plates.   Additional equipment such as rubbing fixtures for cores, 
coresetting and pasting jigs,  drier patterns,   and core driers may 
be required. 

4.1.2   Pattern Allowances 

Pattern allowance« are required to compensate for volumetric 
changes in metal alter it is poured and has cooled to room tempe 
rature,  to facilitate molding,  to provide machining stock, or to 
make other provisions necessary to produce castings.  Pattern 
allowances,  as defined by the American Foundrymen's Society, 
are explained as follows. 

DRAFT.  Draft is taper allowed on vertical faces of a pattern to 
permit its  removal from the mold without tearing the mold walls. 
Fig.  4-3.   Draft up to 3° is common,  but the amount required 
depends on the shape and size of casting and the molding method, 
Interior surfaces of green sand molds should have more draft 
than exterior surfaces. 
A dimension having considerable depth on one side of the parting 
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rte z-^^ ^-- ^be made with no draft or up to 
1/4°. 
Machine molding  reduced draft  requirements. 

SHRINKAGE  ALLOWANCE.   Patterns must corred¡for the 
change in dimension as the solidified casting  cools in the mold 
Íom the freezing temperature  of  the  metal to  room *^•»~- 
This change  in  dimension  or shrinkage  is  «""P«^ «or b/ 

making  the  pattern larger by the  amount of  the  shr.nkage 
characteristics  of  the metal  used. 
The amount of   shrinkage  varies   with  *"e casting design    type of 
metal,   pouring  temperature,   molding  method     mold material, 
resistance  of   the mold to shrinkage,   and other factors. 
Shrinkage   allowances  are  not put on  detailed  part drawings 
The patternmaker adds  such  allowances to dimensions on the 
detailed  drawing  when he  makes  the pattern. 

MACHINE-FINISH ALLOWANCE.   Excess metal should be 
provided  on  all  surfaces to be machined.   This  extra allowance, 
commonly  called finish,   depends  on the metal,   shape and  size 
oTthe  casting,   any tendency to  warp,   and  the  machining  setup 

Wheneverdpossible,   surfaces  to  be machined  should be cast  in 
the drag   side  of  the mold.   Where finished  surfaces must be  cast 
in the  cope,   an  extra allowance  should  be  made. 
The surface  to be machined  should  be marked on the drawings. 
The  markings  or symbols  used  vary  with  company P«^?«- 
In  some  cases  where words  are used,   the follow.ng def.n.t.ons 

may be  employed: 
Cored   ...   the  hole is left  as  cast 
Cast finish   . . .   surface indicated are left as cast ..... 
Tool finish,   bore or bored,   turned,   hone   ...   machine finish  is 
required. 
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4.1.3   Locating Points 

• i    i„ u- ii=pd bv the  machine shop 
When possible,   ^^TZ^s°^l*ï•S  may *ays be 
«hould be ind.cated  on Ihe ««»'"3 .  .     b    ,he pa|tern 

^°Sl0Äd^- «•* —<as the size oi the castin9 permits 
to ensure the  most  accurate  re»uU.. fee ^ to 

Dimensions that  have  no finish  a owan       and ^.^ 
dose limits should be considered as  the proper p.a 
to start development of tooling fixtures. 

oastinqs are machined for production,   arc 
casting» « ,u„o» or more  independent jaws.   In the latter 

STi'S^^' «-^--:ilh *-independent ,ix,ure- 

4.1.4   Parting Unes 

^uclíon -tchtute eauipman. i. used, adherence need no. b. 

S"6 îVUhtvs a part, original designed for an irregular p.rtinS 

line',  redesigned lor a straight partmg Ime. 
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Fig.  4-4 
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4.2     METAL MOLD CASTINGS 

A metal  mold casting has  excellent surface appearance,  close 
dimensional tolerance«.,   good physical qualities     and car, be .co - 
nomically cast when  quantity of castings and the  amount of mach, - 
ning  saved per piece justify the cost of the metal mold and 
associated  equipment. 

A casting made in  a metal mold must be removed from a solid 
unyielding mold.   Some complex part.,  to be withdrawn from«the 
mold  without interference,   require somewhat complicated mold 
design  with increased  mold costs and decreased production rates. 

Cast,  vary with the particular method and with the casting metal 
(lead,   tin,  zinc,   aluminum,   magnesium,  or brass J. 

Four methods produce castings in meal molds» 

(1) permanent mold casting , 
(2) centrifugal casting , 
(3) semipermanent mold casting ,  and 
(4) die casting. 

4.2.1 Parrainent Mold Casting 

Permanent mold catín«, «r. ^»^JZiT'ïïl^TJÎw/ 
.7.3Í-I» »rassure oí a gravity head or by hlSh-pra«««ra »aadini, 
«fo a :»r^ c^i.»ingyol a clampad ~*J ..«mbiy. 
Coras are also made ol metal. 

Design of Permanent Molds. 

P.•,«,«.. moUi. .r. m.d. in to. or n»r. pi«« «hi», wh» 
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fitted  and  clamped  together,   define  the outline of  the part to 
be  cast  as  well   as  the gates  and   risers. 

Molds   arc  usually  made  of  a good   grade of  dense  cast  iron 
.uch   as  Meehanite,   as  ore  also  most  large  cores.   Molds   are  also 

built  from  aluminum   alloys. 

In  general,   mold   thickness   should   be  from 1  to   2   in. ,   depending 
on  the  thickness   of   cast  section,,   slightly greater  for extremely 
heavy  castings. Molds  thinner than   1   in.   are  mechan.cally   weak 
and   susceptible   to  cracking  and   warping and   have  a  comparât,- 

vely short life. 

Too  heavy a   mold   requires  too  much time to  bring  to tempera  - 
lure  and  is  awkward  to handle.   A  well-proportioned  mold   should 

last for many thousand  shots. 

The following  are the principal factor, in the production of  .ound 

permanent mold  castings: 

The MOLD  must be so designed  with parting line,   gates,   vents, 
«to       that the  molten  metal  can  enter it preferably  at the  bottom 
by 'gravity  without  turbulence  and   without creating  hot spots   in 
the  mold by  impinging  on certain  points. 
Vents  should   be  so  arranged  that   air in the  mold,   as  it  is  being 
pushed ahead  of  the gradually  rising level of  molten  metal,   is  not 
trapped  in  crevices  or other branches not directly  in line  with 

risers or overflows. 

GATING    RISERING,  THICKNESS,  and EXTERNAL 
CONTOURS  of  the mold  should  be such as to make possible 
progressive  soldification of  the  molten metal  in  unbroken 
•equence from  the farthest  end  of  the casting  to the point of 

entry. ,  , 
Control of  freezing  speed  of  different sections  is  secured  by 
«doping» of   the  mold  surface.   This  is  a paint,   basically  a     re- 
fractory    such   as  whiting,   French  chalk,   or  a  s.m.lar  material 
and  a  binder,   such  as  wsterglass,   both suspended  in  water for 
»pray-gun   application.   This   paint   is  applied  to  mold  surfaces, 
cores,   gates,   runners,   risers,   etc. 
It  has  considerable heat-insulating  properties  and,   by varying  the 
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thickness of the coating,   the extraction ol  heat from the casting 
can be varied over a wide  range.  Gates,   runners,  sprues, 
and thin sections are given  a heavier coat  of paint than other 
areas. 

CORES.   Minimum diameter of cored holes  is  1/8 in.,  preferab 
|y 3/16 in. ,  depending on the depth of the hole  (the deeper the 
hole,  the greater the minimum diameter,   since a long slender 
core is apt to warp) .   Cored holes  in copper-base alloys  should 
not be less than  1/8  in.   in diameter,   owing to the higher tempe 
rature of the cast metal  and  its greater effect on the strength 
of the metal core.   Undercuts on the casting should be avoided 
in order to eliminate the  need for multipart cores,  which  must 
be withdrawn piecemeal,   or for sand cores. 
Use of either type of  core materially increases the cost ot  labor 
and reduces the piece per hour. 

Minimum «ection thickness 5/32 in. for magnesium «Hoys, 
1/8 in. for «luminum and coppsr alloys. 

Minimum draft angle on outside surface.,   wh.r. the cam metal 
will hug when shrinking,  should be 3  .   Use 2    minimum on 
inside surfaces from which the cast metal will shrink away. 

Finish for machining,  1/32 to 1/16 in.  ¿«pending on th. sis« 

of th« casting. 

Dimensional tolerances within th« solid disi 
aluminum and magnesium, 0.0015 in. p«r in., but at least 

coSp.rÌnalloys, o.oo5 in. p«r in., but - UMIO.010 in. 
Tderance. across th. parting lin«, of th« mold must be mor. 

liberal by about 0.010 in. 

Provid« g«n«rou. luíate in corn.«, ««pacify wh«r« h-vy 
and thin sections meet. 
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4.2.2   Semipermanent Mold Castings 

remove me.al  cores from .he ridMla-tag. ^ 

'•iï.tsrrblrnT-emip.rman.M — i- I»- — - • 
permanent mold and its cores. 

4.2.3    Centrifugal Casting in Metal Mold« 

, r*    .•    - m«v he either true centrifugal  (with straight 
Centrifugal Casting, may be -her'"" ¿ 8ymmetrical outer 
uniform diameter through hole^   h« c«n£ ^ c^trifugal except 
contour),   or semicentrifugal   (similar to me true » 
fhTt they have no center through hole or a center hole of 
mai mcy »« ,  core)    or centrifugea   (made 
irregular, shape created by « met•> «°£¿ circle c0axiaI 
in metal molds arranged  along the peripnery 

vjith the -^^.^^f^e by pouring molten metal into a 
AIAbeing -tate'd or which starts to rotate at 

^:1^:^^^JT^t^a^ or **~« -ehm... 

Th. mold,  in true centrifugal castings are shaped to driine only 
¿.outer contours of the casting.   The center through ho le is 
automatically formed by feeding only enough of the metal  into the 
!¡£wto satisfy the volumetric demands of the sol.d casting. 

The outside contours oí  the casting should be more or less sym 
lyrical-round,   square,   horizontal,   etc.   - flanges are perm,..* 
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The design drawing from which the permanent mold caster 
works should  indicate the locating points and the chucking, 
or holding,   procedure desired lor the machining ol the casting, 
so that both the founûry and machine shop will use the same 
checking routine. 

t>le. 
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4.2.4     Di« Casting 

Three primary requirements lor producing good dis castings are 
(1) a well-operating casting machine,  properly designed to hold 
and operate a die under pressure,. 
(2) a well-designed and constructed die,,   and 
(3) a suitable casting alloy. 

In addition,  the product must be designed lor production by die 

casting. 

In die casting,   molten metal is forced under pressure  into 
metal molds or dies.   Necessary equipment consists essentially 
of the molds,   and a machine that holds,  opens,  and closed them, 
besides leeding the metal under pressure into the, die. 

The process economically forms  castings of complex contours. 
Holes and contours are cast which would be costly to produce by 
machining operations.   Holes are cast to tolerances comparing 
with those which are drilled,  reamed,  or counterbored. 

Surfaces and dimensions of die castings usually require minimum 
or no machining or finishing. 

4.2.4.1       Design Criteria for Die Casting 

While considerable flexibility is permitted in th« design of die 
castings,  some major casting-design factors must be correlated 
with the best die design. 

WALL THICKNESS.  The thickness oí walls should be as 
uniform  as the design of the part will permit, with transitions 
from thin to heavy sections as  graduated  as possible. 
The walls  should be thick enough to permit easy flow  of the 
metal but thin  enough to obtain  the required maximum density. 

Ribs may be employed to increase strength and stiffness. 
Wall thickness  is governed by the type of  casting,  casting ma - 
te rial,   amount of restrction to metall flow,   and the position of 
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the gate. 

RIBS.   The incorporation of  ribs in the casting design in - 
creases the rigidity,   reduces the weight of the casting,  and 
makes for better distribution of the metal  within the die. 
The height of  ribs  or rims around  a part should  rarely exceed 
fiv«times the wall  thickness,,   draft and fillets should  be ample 
to obtain a smooth transition into the thinner sections.   Holes 
and openings should be surrounded by a small rim to have 
greater rigidity and  reduce edge stresses. 

UNDERCUTS,   internal undercuts should be avoided wherever 
possible since they require loose-piece die design that reduce« 
production rates  and increases die costs. 

Castings often may be redesigned to eliminate internal undercut« 
as illustrated in Fig.4-5 

Undercuts no Undercut« 

no Undercuts 
Loos« die piece 

Undercuts in the external shape of a die casting require cor* 
pulls or slides in the mold and should be avoided where possible. 
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However,  undercuts sometimes cannot be avoided and  may 
even be desirable for better venting.   Small changes  in the 
design can lead to simplification and keep the number of 
slides to a minimum. 

INSERTS.   Bearings,  bushings,   wear plates,  shafts,   screws, 
and other inserts can be cast into the parts.  The inserts must 
be accurately located by the die and must be easily positioned 
in the die for fastest Produktion. 
The surrounding material must shrink onto the insert so that 
it does  not become loose.   To ensure good interlocking of the 
insert in the casting,  safety locks such as shown in  Fig.  4-6 
must be provided. 

Fig.   4-6 r 
u. ^—l 

2- 

L. J 

CORED HOLES.  Holes vertical to the die parting plane can 
be readly cast with stationary core pins.   Holes in planes not 
vertical to the die parting plane require special core pulls. 
It is possible to cast smaller holes with special care.   The 
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ospths of blind hoi«« «r« necessarily less than of through 
hoi «a «¡no« th« cor«« are unsupported on on« «nd. 

Th« r«comm«nded maximum length-to-diameter relationship 
for unsupported cor«« and draft on corca ar« given in 
Fig. 4-7 

Copper alloy« Aluainua alloys 

Total of draft 0.1 
on both sides 
of hole in in-  .05 
ches 

.02 

.01 

.005 

Fig.4-? 

.06 0.1 0.2 

Magnesium 
alloys 

),5 1.0 2.0   5.0 

Depth of hole in inchea 

Zinc alloys 

CORNER RADII AND FILLETS.  Sharp comer« and contara 
without proper radii should be »voided in all casting«.   Compared 
with other casting processes, parts made of die castings 
permit th« smallest radii because the flow of metal into the 
cavity is aided by the high casting pressure. 
Sharp edges are preferred in th« die parting plane.  A mor« 
•xp«nsiv« die is required to cast «v«n a small radius at the 
parting lin«. 
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DRAFT.   The  amount and  location of  draft on a aie-cast part 
depend on its  arrangement  in the die.   Outer surfaces can 
generally be cast in two parallel planes,   while  mner or cored 

surfaces require draft. 
Draft on the inner or outer surface of  a casting  and  reproduce 
in the die impression allows  ejection of the casting without 

The"value shown in Fig.   4- 8   represent normal production 
practice at the  most economic level. 

0.1 
Draft 
inches 

.0C1 + 
.01     .02 0.5 1.0    2.0        5.0    10.0 

Depth of wall in inches 
Zinc a 

Fig.  4-8 Magnesium alloys 

DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES.   The dimensional accuracy 
achieved in die castings depend« upon several factors: 

(1) The accuracy to which the die cavity and cores are ma 
chined 

(2) The possible thermal expansion of the die during operatic 
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(3) The  melting point and shrinkage of  the alloy being cast 
(4) Wear and erosion on the surfaces  of the die cavity and 

cores 
(5) Position of the movable die parts  with respect to each 

other in the casting position 

4.2.4.2     Die-Casting Dies 

SIN G LE-CAVITY DIES.   A typical die for producing a 
single part consists of four parts: 
the impression blocks containing a cavity or impression 
with contour« identical to those of the casting,  holding blocks, 
an ejection mechanism,  and  a die base. 

MULTIPLE-CAVITY DIES.  Dies can be designed to pro - 
duce more than one identical or dissimilar casting. 

Slight product-design changes can often simplify die design 
and flash  remo vai,   as shown in  Fig.   4- 9   . 
The part is a xinc alloy wing nut,  chrome-plated for high 
finish. 
The original design,   shown  at "a",  placed the stepped 
parting line through the center of the end« of the  rounded 
wings,   necessitating close die fitting,   and resulting in ex - 
cessi ve flash. 

The  revised design,   at Mbw,  of both die and part,   located 
parting line at the bottom of the wing*,   and straightened the 
lower edge of the wings.  With the straight parting  line,  the 
flash was easily removed with a simple trimming tool. 
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Fig.   4-9    .   Flash-control and dio-doaign change resulting 
from product rsdssign 

Pixtd die 

Fig. 4-9 "•' 

Cavity 

Stepoed 
parting line 

¿ing   

;omr>onent       Kla8h linea 

,'avity 

Hovable 
die 

Straight 
parting 

Wing 

Cavity 

î.ovable 
die 

¿Ixed cor^ 

nixed 
di© 

Cavity 

«'lash 
line 

Straight 
carting 
line 

Fig.  4-9 "b» 

Ejector rods 
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Good design of  a di« minimizes the number  and  location of 
parting and intersections of die part,   since  such  marks are  i 
produced  on the cast surface and many act  as small notches 
and   result  in fatigue failure. 
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4.3      POWDER  METALLURGY 

Powder  metallurgy  is  the  process of  consolidating   metal  powder 
into  ingots  or  shaped   parts   without fusion  or,   at  least,   without 
fusion  of  the  major proportion  of  the powder components. 
The  standard  procedure consists  in pressing   (compacting or 
briquetting)   the  powder to  the desired   shape,   and   then  heating 
(sintering)   the  compact at  a  temperature well below  the  mei   - 
ting  point  of  the   material.   Compacting   is  usually performed 
in  mechanical  or hydraulic  presses,   but centrifugal   methods, 
extrusion,   and   ceramic  methods   such  as  slip casting  are also 
in  use. 

In the production of  sintered alloys,  the sintering temperature 
may be above the melting point of eutectic  compositions. 
In the production of  nonalloyable  or not completely alloyable 
composites  such  as  tungsten-copper contact  materials or iron- 
copper compositions,   sintering  is preferably performed  at a 
temperature above the melting point of  the  lower-melting 
component. 

4.3.1      Product Design for Powder Metallurgy 

Powders do not follow the lews of hydrodynamics and do not 
flow  around corners. 
The  required uniform density of  a sintered  part depends upon 
uniform powder distribution  in the die as well as  the pressed 
compact,   resulting  in  product-design limitations. 
For high productions  rates,   other design limitations are im  - 
posed by the required automatic ejection of  the compact from 
the die. 
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Pressures can  economically be applied  only from the top 
and  from the  bottom. 
Cross holes   (Fig.   4-10   ),   reentrant  angles,   undercuts 
circumferential  slots,   etc.,   (Fig.   4-11  ),   cannot be  molded, 
but  must be  machined. 

Some  shapes   in  pressed  metal parts  would   require dies  and 
punches of  very  weak design,   having  feather or knife  edges, 
very small  punch  sections,   or  very narrow  and deep  splines 
For  some contours  it is  often  necessary to leave certain 
areas for subsequent machining.   (Fig.   4   -12 ) 

Drill hole 

Fig. 11 

Machine 
grooves 

Fig.   4-12 
[•.achine 
counterbore 
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It is generally considered desirable to provide corners and 
edges with a 45    chamfer,   but chamlers of the outside edges 
of a part should be provided with flats of 0.005 to O.OI5  in 
to avoid feathered punch edges as shown in  Fig.   4-13 

Complicated  radial contours can be readily produced,   but 
too narrow sections  should be ad void ed since they contribute 
to insufficient powder flow  and punch weakness. 
A narrow  section can,   in many instances,   be «liminated by a 
simple redesign as shown  in Fig.   4.-14 . 

i 

roo 
thin 

dequate 

Fig.  4-14 

Many of the design limitations can be overcome but the 
complicated tooling required would render the process 
uneconomical. 
Since,   very frequently,   minor design changes can trans - 
form an undesirable part to one which can be  readily pressed, 
close cooperation between designer and powder  metallurgist 
can considerably widen  the applications  of  sintered  parts. 
A good   example of  a part  which can   be produced  by powder 
metallurgy more economically than  by  any other  method  is 
the true  involute gear tooth which cannot be hobbed  because 
of the undercut profile. 
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4.3.2    Die  Design 

Utmost care  is   required  in die  design  and construction.   Die 
cavities  and punch  faces  should   be lapped  and  polished to a 
very high surface finish,   preferably below  IO  microinches. 

To facilitate  ejection  and  thereby  avoid  excessive die wear, 
it  was  customary  to build  a  slight  taper of,   say,   O.OOl  in. 
per  inch  into  the  die.   Tapers   may,   however,   entrap powder 
particles   and   cause  fins  and   burrs,,   more  wear-resistant die 
materials,   such   as  cemented  carbides, may  be  used   ond 
avoid  tapers   in   compacting  dies. 

In  coining dies,   tapers  may be  necessary to press  oversize 
sintered pieces   into the cavity. 
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4.4       CLOSED-DIE,MACHINE,AND PRESS  FORGING 

4.4.1    General  Characteristics 

Forging may be defined as  the plastic deformation of metals 
or alloys  into some predetermined size or shape,   generally 
at elevated temperatures,   by a compressive force  exerted 
by  a  hammer,   press,   or  upsetting  machine.   The  mechanical 
work  may be  imparted  by  various  means,   and  the  amount 
will  depend  upon the chemical  composition,   the forging tern  - 
parature,   the shape and  size  of  the part,   and  the  method  of 
operation. 
Parts  or members produced  in such a manner are called 
forgings. 

Fig.   4-15 

Cast 

Machined fro« solid 

Forged 

Forging produces parts 
with unbroken grain 
flow following the 
contour of the part 
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4.4.2   GsnsrsJ Considerations in Forging-Ois Dssign 

Fig.   4-16 

Right Wrong 

Parting lin® can be 
placed in two posi - 
tions on this parts. 
Method at left re - 
quires offset dies, 
while method at the 
right permits flat 
dies and uses the 
natural draft of tha 
round section 

Direction of grain flow in this 
g*ar blank depends on how stock 
is placed in the die. Method 
at the left uses slug cut from 
the  r>ar stock placed upend in 
the lower die,  gives maximum 
strength in the gear teeth 

Draft is applied to both exterior 
and interior surfaces, but interior 
surfaces need not hare the same 
parting line as used on the outside 
of the part V'A 

Coldshuts occur when metal 
folds back upon itself. 
The result is a weak spot 
in the metal. In this case, 
••tal is being forged into 
a cavity in the lower die. 
Too sharp a corner on the 
die prevents smooth metal 
flow, causing metal to fill 
the bottom of the cavity 
first. 
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4.4.3     Design  of   Forgings for the   Forging Machine 

When designing  dies  for a  forging machine,   the following three 
rules should be borne  in  mind: 

(1) The limit of  unsupported  stock that can  be gathered  or 
upset  in  one blow,   without  injurious  buckling,   is  not more 
than  three  times  the diameter of  the bar. 

(2) Lengths  of  stock  more  than  three diameters  of  the  bar 
can  be  successfully upset  in  one  blow ,   provided  the diameter 
of the upset made is   not  more than 1  1/2 times  the diameter 
of the bar. 

(3) In an upset which  requires  more than three diameters 
of stock  in  length and   in  which the diameter  of the  upset  is 
1 1/2 times  the diameter of  the bar or greater the  amount of 
unsupported stock beyond  the face of the die must not exceed 
one diameter of  stock. 

4.4.4       Forging-Die Design 

Designing  of  the dies  for use  in  the drop hammer,   in  the 
forging  machine,   or  in  the  forging press  is  a highly speci  - 
alized  profession,   specialized  in  each  plant  as well  as  in 
the design  field.   Design  thinking  is  varied  and  independent 
because  many factors   influence design  decisions.   Such 
factors  are  the   quantity of   forgings  to  be  made,   the  grade 
of material  to be forged,   the  shape of  the part,   the type 
of forging  equipment  available  in  the plant,   and  the  experience 
in the particular shop. 

In general,   where  quantities  are  small,   the forging  steps 
are  simplified  at the  expense  of  material  waste and   increased 
shop time. 
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Large production  run« permit better design to reduce 
product costs  by saving material  and/or forging time. 

Materials difficult to forge,   such as stainless steels or 
high-temperature   uYtoya,   may require added forging  steps 
to  make the parts. 
For  small-  and  medium-sized parts,   it  may be possible 
to use  insert dies  which are used  with  an  insert die  holder. 
Insert  dies  may  reduce die costs  or  improve die life. 
Die  design for  brass  and  bronze forgings  varies  somewhat 
from  the design  of  dies for forging  of  steel,   and  the design 
of  dies  for use  on  aluminum- or  magnesium-alloy forging 
is  different from  design  of dies for steel  forging. 

4.4.5    Workholders for Machining Forgings 

In the design of jigs and fixtures to hold forgings,   it is 
desirable to select locating points that are not subject to 
di« wear or shift so that variable surfaces will not affect 
th« machining operations. 

In design workholder«,   the following general suggestion« 
and precautions should be considered: 

(1) Forgings tend to grow in size as their quantities 
in number from a given die impression. For normal 
«hapes of forgings, the greatest growth is at the die 
parting line where the excess motal moves out into flash. 
The trimming operation may remove some of the excess growth 
but the trimmer-blade opening wears and  becomes larger 
also.   The balance of a normal forging has a fairly uniform 
growth. 
Bosses and projections may tend to grow more rapidly than 
the body of the forging,   if they are high  in proportion to 
their cross-sectional area. 

(2) Locating points or pads should  be of the adjustable 
type to allow for forging growth. 
H they are not adjustable,  the forging will be moved oui 
of position. 
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(3) On the pot typ«» of fixtures and drill jig«,   an allowance 
of 1/4 in.   should be made on all portions of the fixture or 
jigs that cover the forging. 

(4) It is never desirable to locate from a trimmed surface, 
because of possible variations at such surfaces. 

(5) All locating points should be hard-faces,   as forgings tend 
to have an abrasive action that will affect the   accuracy of 
fixture or jigs with soft working faces. 

(6) Use fixtures  and  boring  bars  of  sufficient  rigidity for 
machining operations on drop forgings.   Forgings have a 
dense uniform structure for rapid accurate machining,   but 
rigid tooling is  required for production service. 

(7) The design of fixtures  and jigs must consider the draft 
angles on  the forging where these angles  may be used by 
the holding devices in gripping the forging.   Where a turning, 
milling,   or boring operation  removes metal from a surface 
with draft,   the amount of cut increases as the machining 
operation proceeds    In general.   for each  inch in the length 
of the cut,   the tool encounters an extra 1/8 in.  of thickness 
due to the  normal 7    draft angle. 
It is seen that,   where the drafted surface is of considerable 
length,  the increase in metal thickness is an important con  - 
sideration  in the machining operation. 

4.4.6      Closed-Die-Forging Design 

To design  a practical forging,   several primary closed- 
die-forging requirements must be considered.   The basic 
size and shape are determined by the service requirements 
of the part.   However,   for the specific shape and size of a 
forged part,   the design engineer must utilize to best 
advantage the inherent strength offered by forging metal, 
bearing  in  mind that the design should favor the easiest 
possible production as a forged part. 
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Forging terminology    (Fig.   4-17 ) 

Pune h out 

Draft outside 
Projection 

Rib Corner 

Draft inside 

DRAFT ¡a the first consideration on moat cloeed-dia 
forging.  Draft ia tha tapar put on all sides of th forging 
in order to ba able to remove it from tha diaa.   Standard 
practice indicates the use of a 7    outside draft angla and 
a IO    inaida draft,  but thaaa may ba increased or da - 
creased dapanding on tha complexity of tha forging and the 
material to ba processed. 

Tha PARTING LINE should ba «elected aa to permit tha 
uaa of flat rather than contourad diaa (Fig 4.-18   ). 
According to tha ahapa of thair parting-lines, diaa ara 
olaaaifiad aa straight,  aimpla-loekad, or counterlockad and 
compound-looked.   The atraight dia, having no side thrust, 
ia prafarabia. 







Side   thrust   is   present   in   locked   dies   and   may   be  present 
in   compound-locked   dies. 

RADII   AND   FILLETS   usually  indicate   «   change   in   the 
direction   of   metal   flow    in   a   closed-die   forginq. 

To   assist   the   flow   of   metal   around   such   changes   in   direc 
tion,    the   si/e   of   all   radii   and   fillets   should    he   made   as 
large   as   possible. 

Good   design   indicates   Ion-,   sweeps   and   large   radii   to 
promote   economical,    uniformly   sound   forgings. 

otrai.'-tit  die   is   oreferanie.   òiie   tnrust   is   nres^nt 
in   iookei  aies   ana   may   be   present   in   co   ne uni   locked 
dies.    ;ounttT   JOCK   nrev-nts  Gide   thrust. 

Fig. 

4-18 

otraic;ht   die Simple   locked  die 

oomponm   lociced   aie 
Counter   lockea   die 
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RIBS   AND   THIN   SFCTIONS   on   forqmqs   produce 

correspond.nq   thin   slots   in   the   die   impressions,    if   such 

ribs   ,1,-p    ri<|ht   anqles   to   the   parti,u,   |me.     Since   the   metal 

m   Ihe   lofiin.)   cools   more    rapidly   -liter   it    has   partially 
filled   Hie   .|l(.    crevices,    and    if    it   does    not    flow   in   these 

crevu es   durmq   the   period   th.it   it   retains    sufficient   heat,    the 

torqmq   in,,v    t.,ve   unfilled    r.h   sections.     Therefore, m   die 

desiqn,     nhs    shocld   be   kept   as   low   as    wide   as   possible 
within   dosujn    limits . 

Hill   top    c.idu    and   larqe   draft   anqles   on    the   rib   sides   should 
he   used    wherever   possible. 
Si mil irlv.     m   thin   sections   parallel   to   the   die   partinq   line 

•lus   faster   coolimj   rate   of   the   thin   section   will   rasuit   in 

rapid   die   wear   and   inability   to  fill   the   die   impression 
completely . 
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4.5      CUT PIECES 

The basic  materials for cut pieces are strips of sheet metal from 
which parts  are cut out by means  of  shears,  jigs  or total  cuts 
or from they are chopped off. ' 

In cutting  out, the cutting edge  makes  a self contained line       the 
cutting process  demands that the power be applied  simultaneously 
at all pomts so that the part of sheet metal cut out remains even 
and  is  not  distorted. 
Cutting processes are also necessary,   when pieces of sheet 
metal  are to be perforated,   no matter what shape they are. 

Moreover the pieces of sheet metal can be snowed in,  can have 
torn tabs or pressed in bruches. 

In addition this group of construction parts may include pre - 
fabricated parts,   which need for their completion an additional 
cutting operation as e.g.  cutting drawn pieces,  pressed pieces 
and trimming cut pieces. 

The number of units to be produced,  the degree of  required 
accuracy and the shape ai the article are the criteria for the 
type of cutting-tool chosen for producing the parts. 

Shear cuttings are much less  expensive than total cuttings. 
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For  the   shaping   oí   cut   parts,    which   are   made   of   a   strip    of 
met.il    by   complete   separation   along   a   sell   contained   line   oi   any 

shape,the   lolle »v inq   is   valid: 

(!)   The   punch,    especially   when   dimensions   are   small,   must   be 

simple,   so   star-fork   and   U-shapes ouqht   to   be   avoided. 

(2) The   parts   must   be   oi   such   a   shape,   thai   they   can   be   cut 

out   ol   a   ¿»trip   oi   sheet   metal   with   little   waste.    (Fig.    4-19).   If 
necessary, various   parts   needed   in   the   same   number   of   units 

can   be   cut   fron,   one   strip,    in   order  to   use   the   waste.. ( I'ig.   4-25). 

(3) The   area   oi   the   sheet   met.»I   part   should   be   as   small   as 

possible,    so   little    it!  I'I •» i,il    be   needed. 

(4) It   a   cut   part   consists   ot   large   areas   and   they   art   pierced 

to   save   weight,    othei    .-anali   pans   needed   in   the   same   number 

oi   units   cm   be   n.id<    Inn.    tins   scrap   in   order   to   save   mater.al « 

( f- iq.   4-  .:n   ) . 

(5) "1 he   parts   should   be   useable   w itti   tolerances   in   size   as   large 
as   possible   and   with   possible   lormatinn   ot   fias.    The   larger   the 
tolerance   the   larger-   the   number    ot   units   produced   with   the   sanie 

die. 

(6) Farts   made   oi   sol*   material   show    mo»',,   seam   than   those 

made   of   hard   material.     1 nit    parts   < ,,n   be   produced   with   greater 
accuracy   ot    measurement   than   thx k   ones.     The   sht et   metal   should 

not   be   thicket    than    V \ !     in.     it   possible. 

(7) Sharp   .orner--   ouqht   possibly   he   avoided.,    especially   sheet 

metal   thicker   ihm   v', I    m .    regutres   m   all   places   roundia.-   of   the 

cutting   lin.-.    II   sharp   corners   ,tre   necessary,    they   can   only   be 

achieved    with   thin    si eet etai 
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Fig.   4-19 

ri id 
o 
o 

Fig.   4-21 

Fig.   4-25 

d ^ 

*** 
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The procedure  of  cutting  out has the  advantage  that  by just 
changing  the  punch   any different  shape  can  be  produced. 
In piercing, the  breath of  the  margin  and  webs  must  be pro - 
vided  large  enough.   Fig.   4- 21 . 

The  smallest diameter possible for the punch depends  on the 
thickness  of  the  sheet metal  and  on the  material  to  be pierced. 

Minimum  values for  hole  diameters,   breath  of  margin  and  web 

Tab.   4-22 

metals insulation 

a *  0,02 

d * 0,9 s - 2,3 a 

a £ 1,0 a * 2,3 a 

b £ 1,0 s « 2,3 s 

material s 

s > 
f\ 02 

> o, 7 3 

> 
1, 5 S 

i 1 5 S 

If  the part is  to be  bent  after  having  been  pierced,   the distance 
of the  bending  edge from  the  edge  of  the hole  must  not be too 
small,   so that the  hole  is  not distorted. 
If  we  use the  empirical formula 

a >   r +   1 
we  receive  usable  parts. 
Punctures  are   best  done  in  such  shape that they can  be done 
with circular  punches,   because  the punches  are  easily sharpened, 
Thin   and  weak   punches   make  the  production  of  the  die  more 
expensive,   e.g.   ior  a  slot  0,1   in.   wide  it  is   50 %  more 
expensive  than  for  one  0,2  in.   wide. 

Fig.   4-23 shows   some   more  or  less  favorable   shapes  of     hole 
punches. 

In   cutting  ofi   or  chopping  off, the  finished  cut  parts   are  cut 
directly from   the   strip.    Fig.   4-24   .   Doing   so   we   avoid   the 
outside   webs   and   often   also  the  crosswebs   and   also   waste. 
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Fig.   4-20 

Fig.  4-23 
Poor-*- 

-»-   Good 

>^ 
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The  tolerance   is   large,   about   0,01   -  0,015   in..   If  parts 
to   be   cut  off   are   rounded  we   have  little   waste   in   form   of 
crosswebs.   The   diameter  of   the   rounding   should   possiblv 
be  larqer  than   half   the   bredth   of   the  part. 

r   >    b/2 

Otherwise  bad  looking  parts   result  on  account  of   the  difference 
in   bre'dth.    (Fig.   4-26) 

Fig.   4-2b 

O 
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4.6       BENT PARTS 

Bending   we  call  the  shaping  of   a  sheet   bar  to  a  production 
part  with   angularly  bent partions. 
In this procedure the thickness of the sheet metili is not 
essenti illy changed. If a small member of units is required, 
wire and sheet metal parts can he bent with simple h.md 
operated bending devices,, in mass production however 
power brakes are used for this purpose, which cm be 
fixed   in  power  presses. 
Parts  to   be   bent can  be   bent   in  one or   in   more  than 
one  places.   Simple  bends   be  produced   with   simple  dies. 

Producing   multiple  bendings   with  one die  is   more  difficult 
because  tensile  stress   in   the  sheet  metal  ^an   easily  appear 
which can   lead  to  a failure. 
In  designing  the  part to  be   bent,   its  location   in  the  die  must 
be  thought   of. 

Simple parts   to  be  bent  can   easily located   in   the  outside 
form,   Fig.   4-27.   Parts   with   multiple  bendings   should  possibly 
be  located   in   special jigs,   provided   in  the  port  to  be cut. 

If   a  stamped   metal part  should   be  pierced  after  bending,   in  doing 
which the  distance of  the  holes  from the  bending  edge ought 
to  be exactly  checked,   a  special  jig must  be  provided  in   the 
production  part.   Example  in   Fig.   4-28. 

In  shaping   by  means  of   bending the  inner fibres  are  bulged  and 
the outer ones  are stretched. 
Bulge  at the  bending  edge   and  how to  avo iti   it   by coping.    Fig     4-29. 

The length  of  the side of  an  angle of  U   shaped  workpiece 
must  not  be  chosen too  small 

h£ 3.s  +   r 

Fig.   4-30 

7¿/tt/¿tAtf/¿/r.>rr¡ 

8  àff; ih 
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Fig.   4-28 
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Fig. 4-29 

hole  for ji,- 

Bend  Une 

jip;s 

bend   Une 
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it   is   very   difficult   to   achieve   a   bend   oi   180      and   the   same   is 
impossible,    il   the   materici!   is   a   little   harder   than   usual. 

In   order   to   avoid   wronq   inserts   of   symmetric   work   pieces, 
unsymmetrically   located   locations   can   be   provided .    f- iq .    4-31 

li   the   bendinq   edqe   is   unencumbered   the   workpiece   will   be 

cleaner   at   the   bending   eóqe.    Fiq.    4-29. 
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4.7       PARTS   TO   BF     FORM   PUNCH!  t)   AND   DF" l   F -DRAWN 

4.7.1     f  orni    Punt hinq 

f   iq.    4-32.    If    m   produi inq   a   sheet   metal   article   Oie   metal 

IO    not    bent   alonq   a    str-.uqht   Inn»    but   follows   .in   open   or 

clos« ii    t ontinous   series   of    line»    this    is   called   torni   punchimi 

Aside    Ifoiii   pt-ihlui'iiii)   hollow,    oh|ecls ,    torni    puiichiriq   can    in« 

used   ti">    make    rims       ribs       eves       protuberances     ini   other 

similar     thimis 

Becuu.se   oi   this   type   oi   sh.ipimj ,    sheet    met.il   parts    bet orne 

Stifter    .uni   more   resist,mt    to   bendimi    str.iin.      I fie   dies    ,md 

jiqs   flow ever    ,ire   expensive   and    beqmniini   with   the   desiqn, 

one   should   consider    whether    constructive   measures   miqht 

help,    li.smq   this   procedure,    thm   sheet   metal   cm    fie   used, 

thus   Siivitiq   on   rmtteri.il. 

4.7.2   Deep-Drawing 

Fiq.   4-33.   In   contrast  to   form   puneFiinq  <*nd   norm.il   drawinq, 

jacks   .tre   used   to   prevent   wrmklmq   in   deep-drawinq.    Drastic 

chanqmcj   of   shape   of   the   material   results   in   strenqfhenmq   tfie 

material    and   therefore   an    increase   oi    resistance   to   alteration 

in   shape 

The   oriqinal   ductility   can    he   reqained    by   ammalino      Since» 

ecoiuiiim ,il   production   ol    the   parts   to    he   dravMi   and   tfie   type 

of    dies    .uni   jiqs    larqelv   depend    on   the    shape   at   tfie   produc    - 

tiOfi   part      desi jnrrs    and    rt i.mul acfure rs   as    always    in   mass    - 

produi lion   must   i imperate    closely 

Since    the   riumhe       ot    dravvinq   procedures   essentially   •''•    - 

iluences    tfie   economy   ci   the   production,   tfie   shape   must    F>e 

such   that   it   c <IM   be    achieve »   v .rh   M   •    smallest   possible 
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number   of   drawing   procedures. 
Aside   from   hiqh   and    slender   containers, bulging ,   conical   and 
spherical   shapes   are   difficult   to  draw.     Therefor   containers 
with   cylindrical   surfaces   should   be   chosen. 
Fiq,    4~    Ì4    shows    an    example   a    round   part   to   be   deep   drawn 
in   its    sinqle   drawmq   procedures,    m    F -ig.    4- 35  the   different 
drawiiu]   procedures   of   a   smooth   but   round   container   are   drawn. 

The   manform   die   is    mterestinq   in   desiqn   and   construction, 
because   its   costs   are   lower   and   it   can   be  used   more  universally. 
(Fig.    4-36) 

The   same  thinq   applies   to  the  hydroform-die.  (Fig.   4-37) 

4.8 PRESSED  PIECES 

The   advantiqe  of   producing   parts   by  pressing   instead  of   by 
casting   is   that  the   parts   are  dense   -   free  of   shrink   holes   and 
bubbles    -   and   truer   to   si/e. 
However   the   costs   of   dies   and   jigs   are   very    high   so   that 
pressing   is   economical   only   when   producing   large   quantities. 

Judging     the   pressimi   process   irom   the   point   of   view   of   the 
flow   of   material   one   can   differentiate   between 

- crushing 
- tlowing 
- forging   processes. 

Accordinq   to  the   crushmq   process 

Fig.   4-31? 

y 

Uxr-jvV   V^j- 
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Fig.   4-33 

Fig.   4-32 ¿S/içte 
^t^í«¿4 
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Fig.   4.35 
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In  producing  the  following  rules  must be  followed: 

( 1 )   The  seam   should   be laid  on   one level  so  that   it can 
easily   removed. 

(2) All transitions  and   edges  on   which  the  material   must 
slide   must  be  rounded,    r = 0,012   in.,   so the  flow 
of the   material  is   not hindered. 

(3) Undercuts   must be   avoided  so  that  divided  dies  can   be 
avoided,   which would   make the die   more   expensive. 

(4) The  sides  must be   slanted outside   and  inside,   so that the 
part can  be  lifted   more   easily from  the die.   Using steel, 
the slant should not  be  below     1:6,   using metals  other 
than  iron  not  under     1    :   10. 

(5) Too thin sides must  be   avoided  because  they would  tear 
easily  as  a  consequence  of tensions.   The  minimum 
thickness for  steel   is 0,08 in. ,   for  brass   and  copper 
0,1   in. 

(6) Within  the die,   measurements  can  be kept  very  accurately, 
whereas the  height  h,   Fig.   4-38+cannot  be kept to on 
account  of   seams.    Tolerances   h  -     0,01   to 0,015   in. 

(7) Holes   and  slots with sharp edges  are better worked   into 
the material   afterwards   to avoid the  danger of  tears  and 
also the  more  expensive  die. 

(8) Sudden   changes  of   the   cross   sectional area are to  be 
avoided  so that the   material does not tear  onaccount of too 
strong  tensions. 
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4.9       THE  FLOWING  PROCESS 

Flowing   should   be   used   rather  than   deep  drawing  especially 
then,   when  high  and   hollow  parts,   the  height of   which   is 
more than live  times  their  diameter,   are  to  be  produced. 
In  flowing  the  production   part   is   made   in   one  working   operation, 
whereas   in  deep  drawing   more   steps   are   necessary,    between 
each of   which  the  parts   must   be  annealed. 

Aside from  the  low   cost  of  the  dits   and jigs  and   because  of 
the large   number  of   units   that  can  be   made per  unit  of  time 
up  to  100/min   and   because  of   the small  amount   of   waste,   the 
cost of   production   and  tie  cost  of  material   are  lower. 
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4.10 FORGING 

Forging   ¡3  mostly  applied   to pieces  of   wire   whose  diameter   is 
enlarged   e.ther   at  one  end   or   in  the   m.ddle   at cost  of   its length 

In  this   way  heads   of   screws,   bolts   and   r.vets  ran   be   produced 
savingly.    The   un worked  piece   is  treated   cold  thus   increasing 
the   strength of   the   material. 

Comparatively  small   heads,   the   volume  of   which  corresponds 
to less  than  2,5   times  the  diameter can   be  forged   in  one 
working   procedure.    Fig.   4-39 

If the   ratio  ,s  larger,   the  changing of   the form  must  be divided 
m  to   more than   one   step.    The   construction   must   be  adapted 
to the  circumstances   of the  deforming   technique. 
The  following  example  shows  a   bolt to   be   reveted   to  a   housing 

d„     has   been   chosen.   The   shoulder In  the  fig. ,   left, 

can   be  changed,   bul  the'shape  of  the  peg   is  difficult to 
achieve   by deforming. 

y 
Fig.   4-40 

I 
£F 

d„ 

In order to keep  the  costs  of  the die  low,   it  ought  not to be 
made  of  one piece,   but  rather assembled  with  replaceable 
insets . 
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Further  advantage:   if    worn   out only one  part   is   replaced 

Fig.   4-41 
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JIGS 

A   jig   is   a  device   that   holds   and   locates   a   workpiece   but   also 
guides,   controls,   or  limits   one   or  more   cutting  tools. 

To  fulfill   their  basic   purposes,   jigs   must   have  the  following 
elements   or components: 

(1) Locatine)   elements 
(2) Clamping  elements 
(3) Work-supporting   elements 

(4) A   body,   base,   or  frame  to tie the  other  elements   together 
into   d   rigid   unit 

And   where   necessary 

(5) Toll-guiding   (jig)   or  cutting-setting   (fixtures)   elements 
(6) Flements  ior   fastening  or  positioning  the  unit   on  the   machine  or 

equipment   on   which   it   is   used. 

The   dimensions   on   a   jig   or  a  fixture  correspond   to  the   important 
dimensions  on  the   workpiece   should   have  their  tolerances   specified, 
e.g. .    a   workpiece   is   to   be   located  on   a   round   plug  and   a   diamond 
pin.    The   distances   between   the  centers   of   the  plug   and   pin,   the 
diameter   ot   the   plug,    and   the   diameter   of   the   pin   should   be   dimen   - 
sionod ,    including   all   tolerances. 

Other   dimensions   generally   are   not  given   tolerances   and   the   toolma 
k*»r   is   permitted   to   obtain   the   necessary  fits   in   the   most   convenient 
manner 

Tolerances   applied   to   jig   and   fixture   dimensions   usually   must   be 
less   than   the   tolerances   on   corresponding   dimensions   on   the   work 
piece. 
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Many  shops   design  jigs   and   fixtures  with   such   units   as  clamps 
bush.ngs,   locating   buttons,   and   knobs,   differing  from   each  other 
in   some   minor  way  and   resulting  in  added   expense   with   no 
economic   benefit. 

Through   standardization   of   these units,   they  can   be  produced   in 
quantity   and   used   as   needed. 

5.1     Operation   Analysis 

Operation   analysis   is   a   systematic  procedure  for finding all  the 
facts  that  affect  the  production  of any given  part.   It   is  used  to 
secure   results   in   the  form   of   method   improvements   on  parts 
already   in   production   and  to  set up economical  planning on  parts 
to  be  produced.   It  is   recognized as  a  most   important  aid   in 
establishing  efficien'.  manufacturing methods. 

PRIMARY   INVESTIGATION.   The procedure  is   based primarily 
on  secur.ng  a complete  over-all understanding of  every operation 
necessary to produce  a part,   from the  raw   material  to the 
finished  product.   This  primary investigation  includes  such factors  as: 

(1) Survey of  all  operations  performed  on  a  part 
(2) Purpose  of  each  operation 

(3) Type of  material,,   its  machinability characteristics 
(4) Accuracy,   tolerances,   and  inspection  requirements 
(5) Material-handling   methods 
(6) Machine-tool   equipment 
(7) Special  tools   (jigs,   fixtures,   etc.)   and  method 
(8) Setup of  special  tools  and  work area 
(9) Working   conditions 
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SECONDARY   INVESTIGATION 

The   second   phase   oi   the   procedure   includes   «   detailed   study   oí 
each   sinqle   opération   lor   the   purpose   of   determinig   the   most 
economical   method   of  doinq   it . 
This   investiqation   includes   such   factors   as: 

(1) Total   quantity   to   be   produced 
(2) Rate   of   production 
(3) Specific    operations   performed 

(4) Power   and   capacity   factors   m   machine-tool   equipment   to   be 
used 

(5) Number'   of   boles   to   be   drilled   or'   cuts   to   be   made 

(6) Spacinq   and   dimensional   tolerances   in   the   relationship   of 
holes    and, or'   machined    surfaces 

(7) Desired    work-   cycle   time 

(8) Motion    study,    in   connection   both   with   the   arrangement   of   the 
workplace   ,n'*>,i   and   with   the   basic   motions   in   the   use   of   a 
jiq   or-   fixture,    which   ,ive   load,   clamp,    position,   machine, 
reposition,    unclarnp,    unload,    and   clean,,    the   work   cycle  may 
include   any   or   all   of   these   elements   and   in   any   combination 

DIVISIONS   OF   WORK.    Information   gathered   in   both  phases   of 
operation   analysis   provides   essential   data   of   aid   in   division-of- 
work   decisions,    which   establish   the  total   number  of  operations 
necessary. 

In   addition,    those   decisions   should   include   a   tentative   determination   of 
the   method   or   means   of   approaching   the   following   problems   for 
the   guidance   of   the   tool   designer. 

LOCATING.     The   particular   locating   points   or   surfaces   to   be 
used   m   each   operation   on   a   particular   workpiece   can   bes»   be 
determined    at   this   time.    Desired   over-all   accuracy   is   more 

readily   attained   in   this   manner   than   would   be   the   case   were   these 
points   to   be   individually   chosen   for   each   operation   at   the   time   the 
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tool   lor   that   operation   was   ready   to   be  designed. 

CHIP CONTROL. The means oi chip control and removal must 
be carefully considered, since operating efficiency car, be greatly 
impaired   through   inadequate   means. 

Althou«,h   manual   chip   removal   miqht   be   su.t able   on   low-production 
applications,    chip   removal   by   „,r   blast   or   suction   ,s   suqqested 
if   a  fast   cycle   time   is   desired. 

POSITIONING.    The   desired   positioning  means   can   readily  be 
determined   «it   this   time,   in   view   of   the  over-all   tacts   at   hand. 

The  particular   operation,   the   desired   cycle  time,    and   the   aváilí 
bility  of   standard   positioning   devices   readily   sugqest   the   most 
economical   means. 

a 

TOOL  GUIDES.   Over-all   study   of   the  particular   operation,   the 
accuracy   required,   and   the   machine   tool  available   will   readily 
determine   the   necessity  for  tool   guides   and   the  type   of   guide   most 
applicable.    Tool   setting  or  positioning  devices   may   be   required   on 
such  fixtures   as   used   for  milling   or   profiling. 
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5.2      Check    List   for   Desiqn gners 

The  following   list   of   check   po.nts   should   be  carefully  considered 
before   any   desiqn   of   jig   or  fixture   is   released  for   manufacture. 
Proper   attention   q,ven   to  design   will   more  than   compensate   for 
the  time   spent   on   check   lists. 

(I) 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

(IO) 
(ID 
(12) 

(13) 

(14) 
(15) 
(16) 

(I?) 
(18) 
(I'M 

Is   the   part   print   the   latest   issued    ? 

Is   the   part   correctly   shown   on   the   layout   ? 

Are   practical   points   used   in   locating  and   clamping   a   part   in   a 
jig   or-   fixture 

Can   locators   be   easily   cleaned   or   replaced   ? 

Is   the   jig   or    fixture   of   sound   design   ?   Are   rigidity   and   simpli   - 
city   taken    into   consideration    * 

Is   the   jig   or   fixture   shown   so   that   all   views   are   correctly 

projected   and   clear,    an J   that   all   functions   of   the  j,g   or   fixture 
are   clearly    shown 

Cri   tht    jig   or   fixture   be   applied   to   the   machine   with   ease   and 
can    tools    be   easily    replaced 

Can   tin-   part   be   loaded   .,rid    unloaded   with   ease    7 

Can   the   part   be   lo.,ded    in   any   other   than   the   correct   way,. 
1 • <* •  ,    is   the   fixture   loolproof 

Have   safety   (actors   and   features   been   considered   to   the   utmost   ? 
Are   chip   clearance   and   chip-removal   area   adequate    " 
Are    stan fard    stocked   tools    and   details   used   as   extensively   as 
possible 

Are   details   designed   to   eliminate   any   possible   machining   con   - 

ditions   ot   prop,«,-   materials,,    dimensioned   properly   with   regard 

to   reasonable   tolerances,    tits,    mating   pails,    and   hmsh,.    and 
to   be    beat    treated    where   necessary 

Have    all    interfèrent es    been    eliminated 

If   castings    are   used,    do   they   conform   to   good   pattern   practices    7 

Is   toolant   to   be   used   will,   the   jig   or-   bxture,.    ,!   so,    have 

provisions    been    made    wher.      necessary     '    H^y     provisions 
made    lo    luhiu.,te    if,,     nature    properly 

Are    pens».able    items    easily    > .-placed 

Is    all    ne< <•-..,  ,ry    mt-rmation    clear-,    correct,    and    completed 

been 

.IS M   ato I-.e,  e 'V'»ry    coi. •rat ioti 
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COSTS   OF   THF    Dit 

The   costs   of   the   die   ¡ire   a   very   important   sort   of   costs   as   lar 
as   this   paper   is   concerned.    The   die   can   and   ouqht   to   be   re   - 
conditioned   several   times,,    then   it   can   be   used   again. 

The   time   it   operates   between   two   processes   of   reconditioning, 
we   call   edge   life. 

Let   us   consider   the   case   that   the   die   is   used   to   its   limit   of 
capacity   lor   doinq   work   concerning   the   production   to   be   ob   - 
tamed . 

So   the   costs   of   the    fit»   C m    rei.»fiori   to   the   sinqle   pro   - 
duction   part   ,irc   q.uned   bv   dividinq   the   sunt   ol   money   the 
die   fias   consumed    by   the   number   ol    units   that   were   worked 
or   produced   by   it 

The   costs   consists   ot   ti««-   costs   ol   providing   the   die   and   the 
costs   ol    maintenance,    mostly   sharpemnq   of   the   die. 

Let   us   call 

V ...    the   value   of   the   new   die 
n 

V ...    the   value   ol   the   die   at   the   end   of 
r 

the   last   edge   life,   named   in   the 
followmq    remaining   value 

n .    the   average   number  of   maintenance 
P process 

V .    .   the   costs   for   each  process   of   mainte 
P nance 

Then   V      -    \       corresponds   with   the   costs   of   providing   the 
die   and   n    A       corresponds   with   the   costs   of   maintenance   and 

P       P 
IV        -    V     )     •     n     .V       co 

n r p        p 
lie   i on.sumers 

rresponds   with   the   amount   of   money   the 

ta 
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n,   the   number  oí   umts   is   achieved   by   multiplying   the  average 
number  of   umts   per  edge  life,   called   n    with  the   number  of 

edges   fifes.    Bas.cally   it   is   1   larger  than  n     that   is 
P 

Th en 

n     +   1 
P 

n   -  n . (n     +1)    . 
*       P 

So the  costs   o!  the  die  per   (number  of  units)   production  part 

V     -   V    +   n   .V 

are 

cd- 
P P 

V     -   V    +  n   .V n r p      p 

n..(n     +   1) 
*       P 

This   relation   is  valid   no  matter  how   many equal  units   are 
made  using   the die  concerned. 

The formula 

V     -   V    +  n   .V 
n r p      p 

n    +   1 
P 

represents  the costs  of  die per edge  life.   If  E   is  the  edge 
life  Tj   the   working  time  of  the die  per production   part,   so 

-t - E/Td • 

so that  the  formula  can   also  be  written 

—d- .   C 
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H   no   maintenance   work  of  the  die  can   be  done,   as   it  sometimes 
happens   then 

n     =  O and 
P 

V     -   V 
n r 

n 
or 

since   n    = n 

Cd   = 

V     -   V 
n r 

Extra   consideration   must  be   applied  to  the  circumstance   when 
dies   with  especially   hiqh  capacity  and   proportionally   long 
useful   life  are  to   be   provided.   We   must  examine  whether  the 
amount   of   work   to   be  done  or  to   be  exfcpected  completely 
utilize   the   die. 

This   applies   especially  to  special   dies   with  which   only  some 
definite   production   parts   can   be   made,   e.g.   profile-   and 
cutting   dies. 

If   the   capacity  of   a   tool   cannot   be  fully  utilized   we   must 
proceed   as   follows: 

Let   us   rail   the   number  of   maintenance  operations   necessary 
for  the   number  of   units   demanded   m,   n  '     Then 

P 

V     -   V      f   n  »   V 
C      = n r P       P 

d 

We   can   figure   out   n   '   as   follows 
P 

n   '   •    1 
m /n 



so 

m 
n 

m 
n. 
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(n     +   1) 
P 

-   1 m  

vT¡r"TTr-ínP
+1M 

in K 

H  e.g. m   - 220.000  units 

nt  -    50.000  units 

then n   •   -     220.000 
P 50.000     -   1   =    3.4 

np * because only   integer 

its 

Often,   if  the  use of  different  kinds  of  the same die  is  possible 
•    '3  practical   to find  out the  highest possible  number of  uni,      ' 
it can  work 

For each  running hour the  cost  of  th 

JS 
T 

e tool   result  as 

Vn f°r too,s Prided from outside consists of the cost price 
considermg the average costs of material, for self made die, 
at   the factory  cost. 

Die failures   show   in  a  strongly diminishing  value  o.   n     and 
rising  value  of      V       This  failure   must   be   reduced   toPa 
min.mum   by   means"  of   appropriate   construction   and   production. 

I he   value   of   Cd   depends   very   much   on  the   number   n 
which   is   a   measurement  of   the   edge   life  obtained   under 
constant  conditions. 
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So  everything   must   be  done   to   increase  the   edge   life.   One 
of  the   most   efficient   means   is   to  ovoid   high  cutting   speed. 
But  we   must   also  consider  that   lower  cutting   speeds   result 
in   longer  production   time  and   higher   wages   and   general 
remaining   costs.    So  the   costs   of   the   dies   should   be   as   low 
as   possible. 

The  following   realizations   are   of  great   importance: 

( 1 )   If   the  production  time   is   reduced   by   reducing   the   actual 
production   time,   the   result   is   a   strong   increase  of  C 
as   a   result   of   the  strongly  decreased   edge   life   and  value 
of   n . 

(2)   The  price   of   providing   or   the  factory  costs   of   a  die  are 
not  the  most   important  criteria.   If  the die  has   a  comparati 
vely  high   capacity-the  price   may   be  as   high   as   it  will - 
the  die-costs   grow   lower. 
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THE COSTS  OF  JIGS 

A current   measure that changes   the procedure     is   «,„» 
speed   or   more  efficient iigs   are  acqu,red       ^       J* 

unhook r8,er,,e'9-   <0r  Setting- ^.„rformin        r unhook.ng   the  production  part     A   resul,  nf  *k 
duction   of   the   incident«!  •£.        7 >s   a   re   - 
tjme .ncdental  t.me   and   con..qu.ntly   the   production 

On the  one  hand   we  save  wages   and   other  costs   th  t 
connected   with  them.   On  the  other  hand  ti  eoJt»   foÍ "' 
providing   and    running  the jigs. P 

When providing  a jig the number  of  units  to  b* nrv^l     -t 
be considered. produced  must 

» the production   is  done according to order     n  *  .,   I     ,u 

by d¡v¡di„g ,he co,trc « £;rHnïïr 7c\re ,i9ured 
parts n. J number of production 

g       j 

C. ¡- gained  in th. .am. way a.  Vn for a di.. 

C0mpeJÌ9u8„r^"tant,y COnSUme ••-   » *»  —rgy co.t <~e per unit of power,   then ^V 

cg - C./„ • c. . 
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EXAMPLE 

8.1     Apart to   be punched   is  being designed   a 

^maTer^  the  Part °'  '^ d—  or to use 

and   the proble m   is 

The   better  material requires  a metalloid   cutting die   -  case  2 

steel cutting die  -   case   1 

c?su7nCkcTJ:%8hOW8   US i* ,U,,y  UtÌ,ÌZÌn9  the  *->. die costs  in case 2  are  considerably   lower. 

Also the time for  producing   a unit  decreases,   though   actual 

product».,   t.m.,   incidental  time and  distribution  tirne   ^constant 
s.nce  exchanging   metalloid  cutting   d,es do  not   have  tohe  e' 
changed  so  often   and   consequently   the  costs   of   exchnnqin,       " 
them  decrease,   too.    This   saving   of  time   not   hem«  very  great 
shall   not  be considered   in  the followmg. * 

The  time for producing  one   un.t     T^  stay«,   the   same 

T 
ul u2 

2*cc2; cindofr C
:T 

that mu,t •• «"•d toc • -~«•• uie costs ^d per cutting process. » 

The difference of costs 

D - C      -  C dl       Sj2 

Jr^*seTn? nZberU   re,0r  n0t *°   1   but '°   100° «-ting processes,   m order to get suitable  values. 
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Number Kinds   of  Costs iJim. Va lues of   Josts 

;ase 
1                     > 

1 Originai -iValup 
rtemaining-T   °' 

Die 
Number  of 

7 n a Hi) ?c,'0 
2 

3 
r ¿ 0 c 

"harpeninp; 
Processes 

n 
P 

— 22 18 

4 Cost   of 
each  oh.1 . V p g *,7 3,9 

5 Number  of   Jut - 
ting  Processes 
per Kdge   Life 

nt 20.000 800.000 

6 Die Costs 1000. 
cd 

ss 0,40^ 0.0?6 

7 .«lumber  of  Cut - 
ting  Processes 
per Die 

n I 4-60.000 15>,200.COO 

n.   = n      .    (n       +  1)   =     20.000 1 tl pi ( 22 + 1 )  =      460. OOO 

n„   =  n. 
2       "t2   '    ,"'p2 (n       + 1)   = 800.000   .   (18 +  1)   - 15,200.000 

Cdl   2 Can   be f'9ured   out according to  the formula    from 
Sufficient  numbers  of  orders   are usually  achieved,   so that 
Cdl,2Ca 

page    83 

C 
V     -   V    +   n   .V ^nn      Ä = n r        p     p   _     290 - 0 +  18.5.9 

'd2 n " 6 
15,2   .   10° 

= 0,026  S/1000 

C      - 80  - 0 ^ 22.4,7 
dl 460.000 0,405 B /10OO 
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SufHcene   numbers  of   orders  are   usually  always   achieved 
so   that  L.      can   be  figured   out. 

»   the  number   of  orders   m   is  lower  than  n0   then   th< 
following   is   valid ¿ 
e.g.     for 

m  -  5,000.000 

p2 

C    • = 
d2 

m 
n 

t2 
i =   5. Qoo•ooo 

800.000 1   =    6 

V     -  V     +   n   ».V 
—n r      p    p 

m 

290 + 6.5.9 
1,000.000      = °065 * /10°o 

Serial 
Number 

Number of Orders Number  of    ,h «r- 
neninp;  Processes 

-03t 
Of     ;!Íe 

D 

figured done 

0 400. 000 0 0 ,  ' -P,SMS 

1 1,000.000 0,2S 1 ' -,5 •'•• 

2 2,^00.000 2,1? 5 , 1 SM '',247 

3 5,000.000 5,25 f ', 0'/ í o,5^h 

4 10,000.000 11,50 1-> 0,05 í p,5->6 

li the cost are  equal,   V    - 0 
r 

dl 
n« r2 p      p2 

mli 

V       +   (m../n.,   -  1).V  _ —n¿ U t2 p2  
m 



innervi-'* 
"a#e 94 

V 
n2 

V 
m, 

C 
di 

V      /n 

290 5,9 

0,000405-5,9/800.000 

/   : -T 
i ri , L 

<•, 

690.000 

-».O.roO 

(  ,'> 
case  1 

^>-«4i-»* 
:ase 

H 1- 

V       .1'- units 



8.2      Production of  a   Locking  Cap 

ID/WG.24/P 
Page 91) 

material GG   18 
gross   weight 

machine   work 

2,8  lb 

costs   including  overhead  costs 
costs   of   modell 

..0 .5 8 

1 ,20 B 

1, 70 B 
28, 00 B 

If  the  demanded grows the part can be drawn 

material     St  VI!   23 
gross   weight 
machine  work 

die  costs 

1,1   lb 0,10 B 
0,60 B 

0,70 B 
300,00 B 

I 






